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T he annual Aircraft Interiors Expo in Hamburg reminds us just 
how much innovation and technology is influencing aircraft 
cabin interiors and there are several key factors an aircraft 
operator needs to consider before attempting a cabin recon-

figuration project .

Jonathan Stodel, Director of Engineering at Avmax says operators 
need to be clear on the scope of changes that are required, and be 
prepared to have detailed discussions with potential service provid-
ers prior to any work actually starting on the aircraft .

“Information that is critical to understand are the level of change 
being considered, for example is the change cosmetic to upgrade 
colours or replace worn out material or is an actual configuration 
change being contemplated that may involve changing seating ca-
pacity or layout and new materials,” Stodel suggests . 

Physical changes to a cabin layout may trigger an additional set of 
regulatory requirements that need to be considered over and above 
the more obvious material flammability requirements .  “The use of 
exotic materials can also have a significant impact on the cost of 
a project and the delivery schedule .  Keeping the material choice 
simple with known materials can go a long way to keeping certifica-
tion costs down,” advises Stodel .

The other driver for cabin changes is technology, “in our connected 

world the expectation of being able to connect anywhere anytime 
is rapidly expanding to air travel .  Both corporate operators and 
airlines are investing heavily in connectivity technologies,” he adds .

It is necessary to per-
form project evaluation 
or even a survey before 
cabin reconfiguration 
project launch advises 
Kestutis Volungevicius, 
the Head of Engineering 
and Training at FL Tech-
nics . “This is to get a clear 
understanding of custom-
er expectations as well as 
project scope . As soon as 
this information is col-
lected, qualified design 
engineers together with 
operators’ Part-M team 
can develop a customised 
solution that will be the 
most suitable for the cur-
rent situation .”

Operators need to be clear on the scope of changes that are required for cabins.
Photo: BA 
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fever     

Aircraft cabin modification and refurbishment is big business and increasingly competitive . 
Keith Mwanalushi examines the latest trends and projects from the key players in the industry .

Jonathan Stodel, Director of Engineering at Avmax
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Volungevicius says Part 21J and Part 21G certification is manda-
tory in the market for cabin reconfiguration projects . “However, it’s 
close to impossible to maintain all capabilities within the Part 21G, 
thus a trusted partners network has to be created over the years .”

Rob Neugebauer AFI KLM E&M Product Support Director Airframe 
feels the main challenge of a cabin reconfiguration project is to 
optimise the passenger experience, as well as the profitability of the 
aircraft . “So as a solution provider we need first to help the operator 
find the right balance between seat count, passenger experience, 
working space for the crew, cost and lead time of the project .”

Similarly, Lufthansa Technik details a number of factors that drive 
the decision to upgrade the cabin of an operator . First of all the op-
erator will determine the root cause for his modification desire . This 
may include: Economical reasons – e . g . high density modification 
to increase the seat count and by this to lower the unit costs .

• Aged fleet - a modern and clean cabin enhances the passenger ex-
perience and grants satisfaction during the flight and will reduce main-
tenance efforts caused by outdated seats, monuments and systems .

• Differentiation – a state of the art cabin will distinguish the opera-
tor from his competition (e . g . new seats, mood lighting)

• Ancillary revenues – Modern IFEC systems (like broadband con-
nectivity) offer a variety of possibilities to enhance the passenger 
experience as well as to 
provide additional rev-
enues .

Paul Wawruszczak, Busi-
ness Development and 
Marketing Manager at 
328 Support Services 
reckons the main issue 
would be dealing with too 
many companies for the 
cabin project – “Compa-
nies tend to work with a 
number of different sup-
pliers in order to get prices 
down, but they often for-
get that adding multiple 
sources to the project may 
incur unexpected delays .”

He suggests the ideal op-
tion would be to have a 
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Volungevicius - The challenges are quite common to 
those present throughout the market

Sky Paxxx is the worldwide distributor for Sky-Tiles modular aircraft carpet.
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single company that is capable of achieving the whole project by 
itself and including part 21G design approval, part 21J production 
approval and part 145 maintenance and completion approval .

328 Support Services GmbH has recently worked on several Bom-
bardier 50-seater CRJ-200s, including a conversion from a regional 
airline configuration to a state-of-the-art 10-seat VIP layout . The air-
craft was fitted with the latest CMS/IFE technology based on Emteq’s 
eConnect & eQuation Cabin 
Power©, a system which al-
lows passengers to use their 
own personal electronic de-
vices (PEDs) to connect and 
control the cabin systems . 
The technology also offers 
LED cabin lighting, window 
shades and entertainment and provides 220VAC for power to re-
charge PEDs during the flight . Video and audio content is streamed 
via WLAN . As a former OEM, the company is also continuously im-
proving the Dornier 328 with the use of new technology or material 
to continue the legacy of the aircraft which are still currently in service 
globally .

Rick Lockhart, President at Sky-Paxxx Interior Repairs reports the com-
pany has a number of interesting projects in shop currently including 
a cabin refresh project . “We currently have a complete ATR42 in 
house which is getting refreshed from the floor to the ceiling .”

The largest overall project Sky-Paxxx has in house currently is a 
Boeing 777 reconfiguration which includes AVOD IFE integration, a 
complete overhaul of the seats, incorporating several engineering 
orders, and several seat modifications . 

“Another nice project we are in the beginning stage of is reconfigur-
ing RJ100s from single class to dual class . We also have our long 
term contract deactivating IFE from A319/A320 aircraft and modi-

fying to allow for higher 
density passenger capacity 
in the aircraft,” says Lock-
hart . 

One of the most interesting 
projects for the FL Technics 
Design Organisation is a 

current Boeing 737 project . “The aim of this particular project is 
reworking standard aircraft configuration to VIP-level cabin . This is 
a challenging yet very interesting project as our team with backing 
from other FL Technics departments is responsible for the whole 
operation including spare parts search and order, modification of 
involved components and so on,” Volungevicius remarks . 

One of the more recent successes at STS Component Solutions is 
the support of an interior and cabin retrofit programme through 
2018 for a major airline . STS Component Solutions has been se-
lected to provide the warehouse, logistics, purchasing and kitting 
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The cabin modification market is the fastest growing.
Photo: AFI KLM E&M  Patrick Delapierre

“We currently have a complete ATR42 in house which 
is getting refreshed from the floor to the ceiling.” 
Rick Lockhart, President at Sky-Paxxx Interior Repairs 
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support for an enhanced cabin retrofit . 

“Essentially, STS has relieved the burden from the technical opera-
tions and purchasing team of the airline by providing a turnkey 
solution for total programme management from an inventory per-
spective . Once all material is received at our facility, it is kitted into 
consolidated shipments direct to the MRO, in advance of the aircraft 
arrival . Knowing that the airlines priorities are constantly changing 
and such changes impact schedules, our goal is to build multiple 
kits in advance and keep sufficient inventory to offset any changes 
to their timeline,” explains Tom Covella, Group President of STS 
Component Solutions . 

Lufthansa Technik are currently working on a variety of cabin pro-
jects .  “These projects are ranging from smaller transition projects 
where we change the cabin appearance to the desire of the new 
operator . These include entire cabin reconfigurations with removal 
of the old interior and installation of new seats and monuments . 
Many of these projects include an adaption, upgrade or new IFE/
IFEC system,” says Nina Schulz, Head of Product Sales - Aircraft 
Modification . 

West Star Aviation has completed many different cabin floor plan 
changes, most recently, a Falcon 2000 to a 13 passenger cabin . 
The company customised cabins to operator specific requirements .  
“We have done children and family friendly interiors, corporate of-
fice in the sky interiors, as well as pet friendly interiors, each request 
is custom and unique to our client’s taste and needs,” a spokesper-
son says . 

There are also a number of complexities involved when making 
cabin interior changes . Mark Radford Sales and Marketing Director 
at MAC Aero interiors points to having all the documentation avail-
able and the proper logistics to ensure all the items for the project 
are received on time .  “Another complexity which may occur when 
carrying out cabin interior changes are that all the equipment wait-
ing to be installed are functioning correctly,” spots Radford . 

At PEMCO some of the challenges include putting the complete 
package together in the first prototype and getting the revisions 
completed in time to get the rest of the aircraft completed in time . 
Also, conflict between the marketing department’s dreams and 
what engineering see as reality .

Fokker Services also add 
that lead time for materi-
als can be very long (up 
to or over 12 months) 
and lead time and costs 
for certification of all 
materials can be high as 
well as the availability of 
MRO space . 

Stodel, from Avmax sees 
the complexity of cabin 
re-work is driven by the 
competing requirements 
for minimum weight, 
maximum robustness, 
aesthetics and airwor-
thiness requirements . 
“Balancing all of these 
requirements along with 
the people and resources 

required to make these 
types of projects success-
ful is often the most chal-
lenging aspect .  Another 
complicating factor is that 
most parts and materials 
used in cabins are es-
sentially made to order 
so it is not uncommon to 
run into many long lead-
time items that can make 
project scheduling a chal-
lenge .”

Cabin reconfigurations 
can vary from rather small 
changes like a straight re-
patching of existing seats 
or performance of small-
er decoration changes (e . 
g . for lease transitions) up 
to very complex make-overs of the cabins . Schulz explains: “This 
may include the replacement of seats and monuments, the intro-
duction of new class concepts, and the upgrade to a modern IFE/
IFEC system . 

“If an operator decides to introduce completely new parts like a new 
business class suite or a very recent IFE system, which has not been 
installed previously, the product development and design as well 
as the certification and equipment qualification process need to be 
taken into consideration .”

The challenges are quite common to those present throughout the 
market, according to Kestutis Volungevicius from FL Technics . He re-
minds that certification of the parts to be installed on aircraft always 
takes a long time . For example, seat overhaul and change of the 
seat covers and/or foams requires recertification and flammabil-
ity tests . “Consequently, well selected material supplier, shop and 
flammability laboratory has to be involved and work in cooperation 
with Part 21J . This introduces number of companies that need to 
work in cooperation and meet the operator’s deadlines as well as 
budget .” In this environment, he feels keeping up with the pace and 
maintaining control of the whole process is the ultimate challenge 
and for companies not having such extensive experience, this could 
become a headache .

Covella from STS sees that with every cabin retrofit project, airlines 
run into supply chain challenges as the majority of the fleet is modi-
fied and/or updated .  He says the airline must maintain inventory 
for both configurations, which drives an increase in inventory costs 
and significantly impacts operational costs, due to warehousing, 
logistics and transportation costs .

“STS Component Solutions offsets this challenge by delivering a 
solution to manage the inventory and warehousing throughout the 
retrofit process . This has proven to be a very effective and success-
ful approach on many levels as it drives value to all parties - the 
airline, MRO and OEM . With our solution, the process for manag-
ing inventory is streamlined and transparent which is essential when 
managing complex projects .”
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Tom Covella, Group President of STS Component 
Solutions

Howard from PEMCO says the company is involved in 
interior changes and first class upgrades.




